Re: Privacy Roundtables – Comment, Project No. P095416

Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for planning the upcoming Exploring Privacy Roundtable Series to be held in December 2009 through 2010. The World Privacy Forum supports the Commission’s goal of determining how consumers may use and benefit from modern technologies while retaining robust privacy protections. It is an important balance to achieve, and one which does not currently exist.

Our comments are focused on two areas, existing legal requirements and on consumer expectations of privacy.

I. The Effectiveness of Existing Legal Requirements and Self-Regulatory Regimes

In its request for comments, the Commission asked: “Do the existing legal requirements and self-regulatory regimes in the United States today adequately protect consumer privacy interests?” We will discuss Fair Credit Reporting Act and how it can be a model for new regulations, Fair Information Practices, and joint regulation.

A. The FCRA Model for New Regulations

Perhaps the most successful -- but not perfect -- privacy law of longstanding is the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). Congress passed the FCRA after years of persistence by a Senator who
understood (1) the essential importance of credit reports in the lives of consumers and in the operation of the economy, and (2) the lack of any rights or due process for consumers in the credit reporting system.

We now see history repeating itself with other forms of detailed and unregulated reporting about consumers. The difference now is that the emphasis has shifted from the credit reporting system to other areas. We have already seen an explosion of non-credit, unregulated consumer reporting. Anyone can buy a dossier with personal information about almost any individual over the Internet for a few dollars. Often based on public record information, these dossiers provide basic identity, location, and history information about individuals. These dossiers are just a precursor of what is to come in the online and offline world. One driver of these activities is online advertising. We note that the stakes are not limited to advertising, nor to online; however, online advertising bears some further discussion in this context.

The online advertising industry’s behavioral targeting activities monitor various aspects of computer usage, collecting information from largely unsuspecting consumers. The goal is to serve more ads with somewhat improved efficiency. However, what is really occurring is an expansion of consumer monitoring using new technology that lowers the cost of data collection.

In effect, behavioral targeting is closing the circle on consumer monitoring. It began with credit reporting, which managed to overcome the costs of data collection in a pre-computerized world because of the significant economic incentives. The development of later styles of consumer non-credit profiling activities, with lower value, was possible only because the costs of data collection were reduced by advances in technology.

The final step, also supported by low-cost technologies, is what we are calling “universal consumer monitoring.” We are aware that the phrase “universal consumer monitoring” can sound like an overreach on first blush. We are using the phrase as a descriptor of monitoring that captures online and offline information in a pervasive manner. Even the most information-conscious, privacy-sensitive consumer cannot escape being profiled through careful information habits. In section II of these comments, we discuss this with concrete examples and in more detail. For now, speaking in broader terms to set a frame for discussion of the FCRA, it is fair to say that there is no limit to the amount of personal information that the advertising industry wants.

Currently, the advertising industry wants to track and micro-target individuals as they use the Internet. The narrow goal of more focused advertising will be served by recording every website visited, every page reviewed, every ad served, every link clicked, and every interest expressed. If tracking to this extent has not yet been proposed, it is only a matter of time until it will be. The result of this sort of pervasive tracking, if it is allowed to occur, will be the creation of the most detailed profiles yet on individuals, with plenty of crossover to offline data sources.

Other types of offline consumer monitoring, such as RFID, video surveillance, face recognition, cell phone tracking, and traffic monitoring are also dropping in cost. In the service of better, more efficient advertising, future consumer profiles and databases will include multiple sources of information in addition to “online” information; this can include geo-location information,
products that a consumer touched in a supermarket or retail store, retail items purchased in-person, and various business transactions such as activating a credit card. Commercial companies have no incentive to discard data, and the costs of storage may be less than the costs of deletion.

Databases of consumer identities and transactions attract secondary users, and this is especially the case as the database compilers seek to find new sources of revenue. Secondary users will include government law enforcement at all levels, employers, insurance companies, schools, public health authorities, litigants, landlords, parents, stalkers, and others. The information—like credit reports—will be used to make basic decisions about the ability of individual to travel, participate in the economy, find opportunities, find places to live, purchase goods and services, and make judgments about the importance, worthiness, and interests of individuals. The information will also be used to predict consumer behavior. This will all happen without the knowledge or participation of consumers. Secondary use of unregulated, non-credit consumer information is already commonplace without any consumer awareness, with the government being perhaps the largest customer.

It is within bounds to predict that the result will be that individuals may be held accountable in the future for every click they have made on a webpage. If offline tracking increases using new technologies, this can extend to most places an individual goes, and most things an individual does in the course of their daily lives. In Section II of these comments we give current examples of consumers being profiled based on online and offline behavior, and having predictions made about them based on their demographics and their behavior. Unless consumers take precautions—and often even if they do—the relentless compilation of the tiniest details of their online and offline lives will be collected, compiled, sold, and exploited in ways that exceed anything that has already happened.

Consumers are already being denied goods and services due to database profiles stored about them. But politicians and government workers may be particularly vulnerable to the reputational aspects of increased consumer profiling. Imagine what a confirmation hearing for a Supreme Court Justice might be like in a few years, when the record of the nominee’s “lifetime Web activities” or complete Web search history or Experian Consumer Database File is demanded by the Senate. Will there be a day when a casual or accidental click may prevent anyone from fulfilling his or her personal ambitions? Will there be a day when a consumer database or combination of consumer transactional databases are used to create a predictive modeling score on a Supreme Court nominee?

If the government proposed to compile these sorts of files on citizens, there would be an outcry from people on all sides of the political spectrum. Instead, the advertising and direct marketing industry is developing this system without any public attention to the consequences. The information compiled for advertising has no privacy protections today, and the industry is in complete charge of the activity. The information collected can be sold to government users and to anyone else because there are no rules that say otherwise.

**We do have one prediction about how the dossiers and databases and the information they contain will not be used: they will not be used for any activity that is regulated under the FCRA.** No dossier compiler will want to fall under the provision of the FCRA that provides
individuals with access, correction, and other rights that dossier compilers find to be inconvenient. That provides the key to the solution.

What is needed is an expansion of the FCRA and its principles to cover all consumer dossiers, databases, and files available for use by anyone who might affect a consumer’s rights, benefits, privileges, or opportunities in government, commercial space, or on the Internet.

- Some dossier activities should be banned altogether.
- Other dossier activities should have strict time limits, much stricter than the seven years allowed under the FCRA.
- The compilation of other information should be allowed only with the affirmative, time-limited consent of the data subject.
- Individuals should have the right to stop dossier activity and to force the absolute, permanent, and immediate expungement of all dossiers.
- Dossiers associated with an individual should be banned for anyone under the age of 16, and all dossiers on individuals should be expunged when they reach the age of majority.
- Consumers should have a right to see and change their dossiers at no cost.

The legislation needed to implement these ideas will not be easy. However, what is most important is that we recognize the stakes in the current limited public debate about online behavioral ad targeting. Those who are targeting consumers have no natural limit to the information that they want to collect and exploit. They want to know everything that it is possible to know about consumers so that they can serve better ads, target campaigns, sell more products, categorize consumers into optimal groups for either pitching services or identifying risky consumers, and in some cases, denying opportunities or services.

The issue that a democratic society must debate is whether the prize here – slightly more efficient advertising – is worth the cost and the consequences. Mild-mannered limitations on behavioral targeting that some are considering at present will not be enough to head off the problems that loom. Consumers need substantive control over their data. We need to look further down the road and build appropriate protections.

The stakes here are far greater than Internet advertising or the current model for Internet services. We need to remember what was happening with credit reports before the FCRA. In a similar manner, online and other forms of digital tracking will record the tiniest details, and these details will be used to control, shape, and affect consumer activities in subtle and not-so-subtle ways. This is what happened with credit reports, which have found other uses in spite of regulation. The importance of non-credit consumer profiles in our lives will exceed the importance of credit reports if the non-credit profiles are unrestricted. We need to develop regulatory protections that will place limits on these activities before these practices become cheaper and even more entrenched in business practices.
B. Privacy Standards

We have a very good set of international privacy standards that were created originally in the United States, that have been blessed in U.S. and foreign legislation, and that are perfectly adaptable for present purposes. Those standards are Fair Information Practices (FIPs). For a short history of FIPs, see Robert Gellman, *Fair Information Practices: A Basic History*.¹

The version of FIPs from the Organisation for Economic Cooperative and Development represents the gold standard of privacy principles.² The eight principles set out by the OECD are:

**Collection Limitation Principle**

There should be limits to the collection of personal data and any such data should be obtained by lawful and fair means and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data subject.

**Data Quality Principle**

Personal data should be relevant to the purposes for which they are to be used and, to the extent necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, complete, and kept up-to-date.

**Purpose Specification Principle**

The purposes for which personal data are collected should be specified not later than at the time of data collection and the subsequent use limited to the fulfillment of those purposes or such others as are not incompatible with those purposes and as are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.

**Use Limitation Principle**

Personal data should not be disclosed, made available or otherwise used for purposes other than those specified in accordance with [the Purpose Specification Principle] except: a) with the consent of the data subject; or b) by the authority of law.

**Security Safeguards Principle**

---

² < http://www.oecd.org/document/18/0,2340,en_2649_34255_1815186_1_1_1_1,00.html>. There are equivalent statements from the Council of Europe and from the Canadian Standards Association, but the differences are minor. The Privacy Office at the Department of Homeland Security in 2008 issued its own Fair Information Practice Principles that that match closely the OECD version. Privacy Policy Guidance Memorandum (2008) (Memorandum Number 2008-1), <http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/privacy/privacy_policyguide_2008-01.pdf>. The DHS issuance is noteworthy since it implements the first statutory reference to fair information practices in U.S. law.
Personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data.

Openness Principle

There should be a general policy of openness about developments, practices and policies with respect to personal data. Means should be readily available of establishing the existence and nature of personal data, and the main purposes of their use, as well as the identity and usual residence of the data controller.

Individual Participation Principle

An individual should have the right: a) to obtain from a data controller, or otherwise, confirmation of whether or not the data controller has data relating to him; b) to have communicated to him, data relating to him within a reasonable time; at a charge, if any, that is not excessive; in a reasonable manner; and in a form that is readily intelligible to him; c) to be given reasons if a request made under subparagraphs (a) and (b) is denied, and to be able to challenge such denial; and d) to challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful to have the data erased, rectified, completed or amended.

Accountability Principle

A data controller should be accountable for complying with measures, which give effect to the principles stated above.

In 2000, the Commission issued its own incomplete version of FIPs. That statement of FIPs appears to have been abandoned, and it should not be revived. We see no reason for the Commission to deviate from the FIPs principles in general use around the world.

To be sure, the OECD version of FIPs principles may not be perfect. There may be a need to consider, for example, whether there should be a principle addressing anonymity or pseudonymity. Nevertheless, the principles as they exist today are broad enough and general enough for the purpose.

Given the Commission’s authority and its limitations, any time spent on developing revising basic principles will not be constructive. The Commission should accept the full statement of FIPs and move on from there. Having a workshop on the need to reconsider FIPs in a couple of years is a reasonable idea, however.

---

C. Joint Regulation or Negotiated Regulation

Every time that the Congress or the Commission examines corporate privacy practices, a panicked industry promotes the benefits of self-regulation as loudly as it can. We have seen a long history of privacy self-regulatory efforts that go through a predictable life cycle:

1. A threat of privacy legislation or regulation sparks a new industry self-regulatory effort.

2. The new or revitalized self-regulatory program begins with much fanfare and many promises. The self-regulatory program blesses every current business activity and condemns only those activities that are already illegal, not profitable, or not planned. Much glitz, but there are actually few, if any, new meaningful privacy protections for consumers.

3. As time passes and pressure for change dissipates, the self-regulatory program slowly loses members and interest. If the self-regulatory standards inhibit new profitable activities, the standards are weakened, ignored, or not enforced.

4. The self-regulatory program disappears entirely or remains only as a shell.

This cycle has repeated itself enough times to the point that we see no reason to continue to attempt meaningful consumer protections through this mechanism. See, for example, the history of the IRSG. We have seen the Network Advertising Initiative (NAI) go through this complete cycle one time already, and are now seeing the NAI begin a second “self-regulatory cycle.”

A strange event in the privacy self-regulatory world has been the evolution of TrustE into a for-profit company. Whether TrustE was useful in its non-profit mode is an open question. However, the World Privacy Forum does not see any way that self-regulation can be accomplished in a for-profit context where all of the revenues of the regulatory organization come from the ranks of those who are supposedly being regulated. This is a problem for non-profit self-regulators as well.

In the privacy arena, history demonstrates that self-regulation does not work. A major reason is that self-regulation lacks tension. Regulation by business for business and for the principal purpose of avoiding formal regulation cannot work for privacy. Consumers have no meaningful voice, and attention by the Commission or other potential regulators is inconsistent and short. Once the pressure is perceived as dissipated, there is no incentive for the self-regulators to continue with their self-imposed discipline.

If the Commission wants to continue to find ways to improve privacy protections for consumers without legislation or formal regulation, we suggest that it look for a new form of self-regulation. Our proposal is for joint regulation, a method of developing self-regulatory principles and

---

structures based on formal participation by those who process personal information and those who are the subject of personal information. In other words, any type of informal regulation needs the tension that comes from having two sides struggling over the proper type of protections. We see joint regulation as a form a negotiated rulemaking, but without having a formal government rule resulting from the process.

In the future, the Commission should only recognize a privacy self-regulatory effort that relies on joint regulation developed from beginning to end by representatives of both industry and consumers. The effort should include some type of enforcement agreed upon by both sides. There could be a role for neutral parties to play in the development or enforcement process. The Commission, the States, and other governmental entities could also participate.

We are not sure that business will be interested in genuine joint regulation with consumers. History shows that business is only interested in privacy regulation that it can control and abandon. If one-sided privacy self-regulation is all that business will accept, then we urge the Commission to end the charade and reject those privacy self-regulation efforts as badly motivated, ineffective, short-lived, and offering nothing useful to consumers.

II. Consumer Expectations of Privacy in the Online and Offline World

The Commission asked for comments regarding consumer expectations of privacy with this question: “Are there commonly understood or recognized consumer expectations about how information concerning consumers is collected and used? Do consumers have certain general expectations about the collection and use of their information when they browse the Internet, participate in social networking services, obtain products from retailers both online and offline, or use mobile communications devices?”

Many issues could potentially be discussed in relationship to this question, but we will focus on just one area, which is the universe of activities surrounding direct to consumer marketing. We believe significant consumer privacy interests are being ignored in this area, and that consumers are in fact already experiencing a variety of harms. Consumers’ expectations of privacy in regards to their information and transactions are legitimate, but what consumers think is happening to their information is deeply separated from the reality of current business practices.

Over the years, we have watched as databases filled with consumer information gleaned from offline and online sources have been compiled, exchanged, sold, and stitched together. Marketing has changed with the times, and has become extraordinarily sophisticated. There is a good deal of policy focus at the FTC and to some degree in Congress on the use of consumer information in online behaviorally targeted advertising. There are legitimate reasons for concern in this area. However, it must be said that online behavioral advertising is just one aspect of an entire complex of consumer data collection, exchange, use, and reuse. The universe of this challenging consumer privacy issue is large indeed, and is relatively untouched by any meaningful regulation of any sort.
At the 2009 Direct Marketing Association annual meeting this October, vendors and practitioners discussed the latest advances in real-time consumer tracking, micro-targeting to the individual, and data appending, with plentiful examples. Of note was the persistent emphasis of merging online and offline information sources. Also of note was a strong emphasis on predicting consumer behavior based on past behavior, or even on known relationships with other businesses or other consumers. The discussions at this event generally typify the industry trends.

In the past, marketers focused on acquiring information about the customer. For example, acquiring the age, gender, ethnicity, etc. of a customer was a prime goal. But now, demographic information is just the beginning. Transactional information tied to individual consumers, sliced and diced into scores and predictions, that is the newer model.

A marketing list called Consumer TransactionBase had this to say about why a list of 77 million-plus consumers was so valuable:

- Transactional data can be leveraged by direct marketers to gain powerful insight into a household’s needs and wants. **Through the examination of past spending patterns, marketers are able to analyze and predict future purchasing behaviors.**

- **Consumer TransactionBase compiles SKU-level transactional data from a variety of online and offline retailers to offer a complete view of economically active purchasing households.** Additional uses for this detailed data set include modeling and analytics as well as data enhancement.

  Major applications include:
  - Book and Magazine Subscriptions
  - Club Memberships
  - Donation Requests
  - Financial Products and Services
  - Lifestyle and Interest-Specific Offers
  - Personal Services
  - Store Announcements
  - Travel Offers

  The Consumer TransactionBase file is updated quarterly. **Compilation comes from a leading nationwide cooperative database of consumer purchasing activity.** Company and industry usage restrictions may apply.\(^5\) *(emphasis ours)*

What does all of this mean to consumers? If consumers simply go about their daily lives, are cautious with their information, conservative with who sees their Social Security Number, shred

\(^5\) Consumer TransactionBase, <http://listfinder.directmag.com/market;jsessionid=D111DD2A12B5CAE409CBCBE160539072?page=research/dat acard&id=267942> last accessed November 6, 2009. Screen shot of the data card from this date is available in the Appendix of these comments.
their bills and pre-approved credit card offers, use safe computing practices, and so forth, they will still have detailed information about their private and in some cases professional lives collected, bundled, bought, trade, sold, compiled, layered, appended, and in general, used in various ways to target or to deny goods, services, and opportunities.

Right now, consumers do not generally know what is happening to them, and if they did, they do not have sufficient rights to manage the information marketplace they find themselves in. Regardless of how cautious and informationally conservative a consumer is, they do not have the ability to live a modern life and avoid being systemically profiled. Consumer profiling is currently unavoidable by the majority of consumers. We believe this truly defies consumer expectations of privacy.

The sheer volume of profiling data already being exchanged about consumers can be seen in the Experian Consumer Database. This database contains approximately 215 million consumers in 110 million living units nationwide.

The data card for the list states:

Target people by exact age, gender, estimated income, marital status, dwelling type, families with children, telephone numbers and a variety of other selections. The vast quantity of names on this database and its varied selection capabilities make this one of the largest and most flexible lists on the market today.

The data card additionally states in regards to predictive targeting:

Experian’s Quick PredictSM modeling process is designed for marketers with small to medium-size customer databases that are looking for a cost-effective modeling solution. Quick Predict gives you fast results for acquisition, retention and cross-sell campaigns and to enhance your market research efforts, of current customers. We run acquisition models against Experian's extensive consumer data resources, providing you with a steady stream of potential new customers.

Quick Predict segmentation uses either customer surveys, market research or observed behaviors of your existing customers to create specific propensities (or scores) based on your own objectives. The Quick Predict process matches your file to the INSOURCESM Database to determine households that behave like your target customers.6

To take a concrete example of a data collection that most everyone can identify with, customers at retail stores who are asked for their zip code do not understand that the zip code they are offering leads to a universe of additional new information about them. This practice of “data appending” in the retail environment is a significant point of data collection. While the zip code may be acquired at the retail cash register, that zip code can be and in some cases is merged with

---

6 Experian Consumer Database, Nextmark ID 84312, Last accessed Nov. 6, 2009. <http://listfinder.directmag.com/market;jsessionid=749F1DAB78232862B6E4A48F4C9A7120?page=research/data card&id=84312>. Screenshot of this data card is available in the Appendix of these comments.
substantial amounts of other information, including information from other databases, which may include offline and online information.

This sort data activity is often trivialized by those using the data. One frequently encountered argument is that this data activity is fine, because consumers want better ads, products, and services. But there is no good empirical proof that this is what consumers want. Beyond that, it is crucial to understand that this profiling is not just being used to offer services and goods, it is also used to deny consumers opportunities, products and services. This is especially problematic when predictive analysis based on transactional data is used to categorize consumers.

Note for example, the database of consumers who have disputed charges on their bills; certain of these customers are put into a database that is marketed as “badcustomer.” The badcustomer.com web site states: “Are your purchasing transactions being denied? Find out if you've been blacklisted before it’s too late.”\(^7\) We have a question about identity theft victims -- individuals who have to dispute charges. Are they in this database? What services, goods, and opportunities will victims of identity theft be denied because they are in this database? How many lists like this exist that consumers don’t know anything about?

We also note that to get off the badcustomer list, consumers must supply detailed information online. How are consumers supposed to hear about every database list like this? How is badcustomers.com using the consumers’ information after receiving it? Is this company doing more than just taking people off of the bad customer list?

We suggest that consumer data collection is out of control, with no balancing consumer rights or requirements for transparency to counterweight the collection and usage activity. As we discussed in an earlier section of these comments, we believe the institution of a rights-based approach that combines FCRA-like rights with additional Fair Information Practices rights will address this lack of balance.

We also want to note that most consumers would be completely appalled to discover the ways they are being categorized on marketing databases and lists, and appalled at the type of information being sold about them. For example, on a recent search we found 18,684 marketing lists containing the keyword “bad credit.” We found 414 marketing lists containing the keyword “impulse.” We found 1,282 marketing lists containing the key word “mental problems.”

These marketing lists contain millions upon millions of consumers, along with typically their name, age, gender, income, state, and a great deal of other detailed demographic information. Some lists also contain transactional information and merged information. These lists exist outside of most regulatory structures; for example, many consumers often have a vague idea that HIPAA will protect their health information no matter where that information exists. These consumers would be horrified to learn that it is not unusual whatsoever to find highly sensitive health information offered up for sale in these lists.

Note for example the MedNet Mental Health Problems list. We think that many of the consumers named on this list are not likely to know they are on the list. We also think that many of the

consumers named on this list would like the option to delete their names and identifying information from this list.

In this list, 2,985,634 consumers with “wide-ranging mental health issues” are identified, including segmented categories of people with depression, poor memory, autism, eating disorders, and other states this list identifies as “mental problems.” The data card for this list states:

“Mental health problems can create a significant burden on the afflicted individual, making them extremely receptive to any campaign that may be able to offer some assistance or relief.”

Returning to the issue of targeted marketing and how consumers purportedly like it, it is unlikely that the caretaker of an autistic adult would be happy to know that this person is being targeted because he or she will be “extremely receptive” to certain types of campaigns. We have included a screen shot of the data card in the appendix of these comments.

We also think that some of the 6 million people on the Credit Card Declines marketing list would like to know they are on a list of people who have been declined for major bank cards, and would like the opportunity to delete their age, the age of their children, the gender of their child, dwelling type, ethnicity, and other information from the list and databases associated with it.

There is an industry argument that consumers land on these lists and in these databases because they have given up their information freely. This may have been true at one time, but it no longer holds universally true. Consumers get on these lists just from conducting their lives; even the most informationally conservative consumer can land on these lists. This completely defies consumers’ expectations of privacy. One example of this is the Passport to Credit – Newly Activated Credit Cards list. This list of 18 million consumers is sourced from a credit card transaction processor.

This dynamic database is sourced from a credit card transaction processor, not from the source who issues the cards. You can select change of address, number of transactions, number of credit cards, type of credit card and more!

Some lists and databases are an assault on the dignity of the people named in the list. One list, Fat Burner II, targets obese and morbidly obese consumers. The data card states: “These weight watching consumers will try anything in hopes of being healthy.” Another list, Free to Me – Impulse Buyers, is targeted to people who made recent online purchases because they received something free with their purchase. The data card states: “Free To Me – Impulse Buyers are very
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8 MedNet Mental Health Problems, Nextmark ID 233893, last accessed November 6, 2009. Screenshot of this list is available in the Appendix to these comments.
9 Credit Card Declines, Nextmark ID 138236, last accessed November 6, 2009. Screenshot of this list is available in the Appendix to these comments.
10 Passport to Credit – Newly Activated Credit Cards, Nextmark ID 257747, last accessed Nov. 6, 2009. Screenshot of list is available in the Appendix to these comments.
11 Fat Burner II, Nextmark ID 206453, last accessed November 6, 2009. A screen shot of this data card is available in the Appendix to these comments.
quick to respond to offers that come in the form of contests, sweepstakes, or other free products and services.”

The World Privacy Forum understands that businesses have a right to exist and to make money, and that advertising and marketing is part of the marketplace. But we also believe that there is not a reasonable balance right now between what data is being collected and used, and what consumers can do to manage that data and their privacy. There are no perfect solutions, but we think that a rights-based framework based on approaches contained in the Fair Credit Reporting Act and on Fair Information Practices will address many of the problems and help create solutions that are equitable for all stakeholders.

Respectfully submitted,

Pam Dixon
Executive Director,
World Privacy Forum
www.worldprivacyforum.org

---

12 Free To Me – Impulse Buyers, Nextmark ID 271702, last accessed November 6, 2009. A screen shot of this data card is available in the Appendix to these comments.
Appendix
Consumer TransactionBase

Identify lifestyle trends and predict future spending patterns through a comprehensive database of consumer buying behaviors.

**SEGMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universe / Bate Rate</td>
<td>$85.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlimited Use</td>
<td>$170.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Products</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crafts and Hobbies</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewares</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pets</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports and Leisure</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROFILE**

- NEXTMARK ID: 267942
- MARKET: CONSUMER
- MEDIUM: E-mail
- SOURCE: BUYERS
- GEO: DOMESTIC (US)

**DESCRIPTION**

Transactional data can be leveraged by direct marketers to gain powerful insight into a household’s needs and wants. Through the examination of past spending patterns, marketers are able to analyze and predict future purchasing behaviors.

Consumer TransactionBase compiles SKU-level transactional data from a variety of online and offline retailers to offer a complete view of economically active purchasing households. Additional uses for this detailed data set include modeling and analytics as well as data enhancement.

Major applications include:
- Book and Magazine Subscriptions
- Club Memberships
- Donation Requests
- Financial Products and Services
- Lifestyle and Interest-Specific Offers
- Personal Services
- Store Announcements
- Travel Offers

The Consumer TransactionBase file is updated quarterly. Compilation comes from a leading nationwide cooperative database of consumer purchasing activity. Company and industry usage restrictions may apply.

---

http://listfinder.directmag.com/market.jsp?sessionid=D11DD2A1285CA8409C8CBE160539072?page=research/datadcard&id=267942
Experian Consumer Database

This file includes records on approximately 215 million consumers in 110 million living units nationwide. You can demographically segment any portion of the list to reach the best prospects for your products or services.

**SEGMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price/M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universe / Rate</td>
<td>215,000,000</td>
<td>$25.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total count approx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DESCRIPTION**

Unprecedented depth of coverage, recency and accuracy

This file includes records on approximately 215 million consumers in 110 million living units nationwide. You can demographically segment any portion of the list to reach the best prospects for your products or services.

Target people by exact age, gender, estimated income, marital status, dwelling type, families with children, telephone numbers and a variety of other selections. The vast quantity of names on this database and its varied selection capabilities make this one of the largest and most flexible lists on the market today.

Test these popular consumer market segments:

- Young adults living at home
- Married with children
- Affluent living units
- Homeowners
- Active seniors
- Hispanic living units
- Elderly Parents living with their children

Prime Performance Modeling — exceptional market intelligence

Prime Performance Modeling™ allows you to make sound marketing decisions for more efficient customer acquisition and management strategies. Our Prime Performance Modeling series is composed of modeling techniques built specifically to improve customer acquisition and loyalty campaigns that optimize the performance of current customers for cross-sell, up-sell and reactivation.

http://listfinder.directmag.com/marketcjsessionid=D111DD2A1285C840C6CB105539072?page=research/datacard&id=84312
Are Your Purchasing Transactions Being Denied?
FIND OUT IF YOU’VE BEEN BLACKLISTED BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE

WHAT IS A CHARGEBACK?
A chargeback is the process of disputing a transaction through your credit card issuing bank. Instead of requesting a refund through the merchant a product or service was purchased from, the transaction is reversed through the customer’s credit card company. Online businesses incur costly fees and lost revenue with each and every chargeback. This “friendly fraud” can put people out of business.

AM I ON THE LIST?
Check your credibility as a responsible consumer so you may conduct business online without delay. Simply enter your information in the form below to see if you are blacklisted.

BLACKLISTING REPERCUSSIONS
If you are on the list you could be prevented from making purchases by merchants using the blacklist.

GETTING OFF THE LIST
You can begin the process by entering your information in the form below. Follow the instructions on the next page if you are found in the database.

STAYING OFF THE LIST
If you have a dispute you can’t resolve with a merchant, you can fill out the form on the Dispute Mediation page in the Consumer Center and we will resolve it for you. If we can’t resolve it in a timely manner then you can go ahead and dispute the charges with your bank and you will not be added to the BadCustomer.com blacklist.

FIND OUT IF YOU ARE ON THE BLACKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>City/Town: *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Name: *</td>
<td>State/Provincial Region: *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Name: *</td>
<td>Zip Postal Code: *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone: *</td>
<td>Country:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: *</td>
<td>Card Holder Name: *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address: *</td>
<td>Card Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address 2:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUBMIT
### MedNet Mental Health Problems

Sufferers of various mental problems. 30% BROKER COMMISSION!

#### SEGMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universe / Rate</td>
<td>2,985,634</td>
<td>$190.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>15,018</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Social</td>
<td>8,932</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>981,305</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD or ADHD</td>
<td>999,671</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>2,649</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>6,511</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar</td>
<td>35,694</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>2,096,204</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating Disorders</td>
<td>244,387</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood Swings</td>
<td>19,310</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Sex Drive</td>
<td>36,182</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Memory</td>
<td>17,559</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Stress</td>
<td>24,678</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Day Hotline</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>+ $15.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Month Hotline</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>+ $10.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Month Hotline</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>+ $5.00/M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PROFILE

- **NEXTMARK ID:** 233893
- **POPULARITY:** ****: 64
- **MARKET:** CONSUMER
- **MEDIUM:** ~all
- **SOURCE:** LIFESTYLE QUESTIONNAIRE
- **GEO:** DOMESTIC (US)

#### SELECTS

- **AGE** $7.00/M
- **COUNTY** $5.00/M
- **GENDER/SEX** $10.00/M
- **GEO SELECT** $5.00/M
- **INCOME SELECT** $7.00/M
- **SCF** $5.00/M
- **STATE** $5.00/M
- **ZIP** $5.00/M

#### ADDRESSING

- **KEY CODING** $3.00/M
- **CARTRIDGE** $50.00/F
- **CD ROM** $50.00/F
- **DISKETTE** $50.00/F
- **EMAIL** $50.00/F
- **FTP** $50.00/F
- **P&S LABELS** $15.00/M

---

MedNet has brought together this group of individuals with wide-ranging mental health issues. The list, sourced through internet surveys, is selectable by specific disorder or problem to effectively reach a desired target market. Mental health problems can create a significant burden on the afflicted individual, making them extremely receptive to any campaign that may be able to offer some assistance or relief.

#### RELATED LISTS

1. LAWRENCE CRANE ENTERPRISE HEALTH BUYERS
2. Mental & Behavioral Affliction Responders - E-mail, Postal, Telephone
3. AMERICAN PUBLISHING HEALTH MASTERFILE
4. ALTERNATIVE AND NATURAL REMEDIES
5. MyHealthFactor - Aliments & Medications Masterfile
6. Rx Selector From Equifax

http://listfinder.directmag.com/marketjsessionid=72A82FA6C1454951152148800F2FD98?page=research/datacard&id=233893
CREDIT CARD DECLINES

No credit, bad credit or too much credit is the reason these individuals have been turned down for a major bank’s credit card. The Credit Card Declines consumers are eager to prove their credit worthiness. They are an ideal audience for secured credit cards, pay-as-you-go and debt consolidation offers. These consumers are known to be very direct mail responsive to offers that will help them get started building or rebuilding their credit today! The age ranges on the Credit Card Declines file are from 21-55. Their average incomes are $40K+. Selects like homeowner and length of residence along with presence of children should help your mailers reach their next best customer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEGMENTS</th>
<th>COUNT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,050,000</td>
<td>Universe / Rate Bate</td>
<td>$100.00/M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220,000</td>
<td>Monthly Hotline</td>
<td>+ $20.00/M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660,000</td>
<td>Last 3 Months</td>
<td>+ $15.00/M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,320,000</td>
<td>Last 6 months</td>
<td>+ $15.00/M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,640,000</td>
<td>Last 12 Months</td>
<td>No charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,960,000</td>
<td>Last 18 Months</td>
<td>No charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DESCRIPTION

No credit, bad credit or too much credit is the reason these individuals have been turned down for a major bank’s credit card. The Credit Card Declines consumers are eager to prove their credit worthiness. They are an ideal audience for secured credit cards, pay as you go and debt consolidation offers. These consumers are known to be very direct mail responsive to offers that will help them get started building or rebuilding their credit today! The age ranges on the Credit Card Declines file are from 21-55. Their average incomes are $40K+. Selects like homeowner and length of residence along with presence of children should help your mailers reach their next best customer.

- There is a minimum quantity requirement for renting this list.
- Net name is available (please inquire!)
- Exchange is not available on this list.
- Reuse and telemarketing is available (please inquire!)
- Cancellation fee applies (please inquire for more information)
- Sample mail piece required with every postal order

PROFILE

NEXTMARK ID: 138236
POPULARITY: 91
MARKET: CONSUMER
MEDIUM: MAIL/TELEMARKETING
GEO: DOMESTIC (US)
GENDER: 50% FEMALE 50% MALE
INCOME: 40,000

SELECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECT</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 MONTH HOTLINE</td>
<td>NO CHARGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MONTH HOTLINE</td>
<td>$15.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 MONTH HOTLINE</td>
<td>$15.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE OF CHILDREN</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDS AGE RANGE SELECT</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTY</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWELLING TYPE</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHNICITY</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENDER OF CHILD</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENDER/SEX</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO SELECT</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME OWNER</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSEHOLD INCOME</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCOME SELECT</td>
<td>$5.00/M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PASSPORT TO CREDIT - NEWLY ACTIVATED CREDIT CARDS

The Passport to Credit – Newly Activated Credit Cards consumers here have all been issued a new credit card. They have just called to activate their new credit card and they are now ready to start spending. You can select by bank card, retail or gas credit card to target the audience you are trying to reach. These are ready to use their credit cards to buy many different products and services. Studies have shown that consumers typically charge up to ¼ of their approved credit limit within the first 3 months their credit cards have been issued. Plus, they are known to keep their credit in good standing. They are a perfect audience for many offers but are a particularly good match for fundraisers. They are feeling generous with their new found “wealth”. The monthly hotline select has always been known to be the one that delivers the best results. When combined with a known buyer AND a credit card, this should be a home run! You can target consumers who have one of each type of credit card or any combination your mailer needs. This dynamic database is sourced from a credit card transaction processor, not from the source who issues the cards. You can select change of address, number of transactions, number of credit cards, type of credit card and more. Be sure to include the Passport to Credit – Newly Activated Credit Cards file in your mailers next fundraising, catalog, magazine, book, apparel, retail and credit, insurance/financial or multichannel marketing campaign.
FAT BURNER II

These diet conscious consumers have all purchased or responded to a survey targeting obese and morbidly obese consumers. These dieters are great prospects for all diet products and other health & nutritional products. These weight watching consumers will try anything in hopes of being healthy. Sourced from direct response, direct mail and the internet, new names are added daily, weekly and monthly, providing a fresh source of direct response data.

**SELECTIONS**

- AGE $5.00/M
- CREDIT CARD $10.00/M
- GEO SELECT $5.00/M
- INCOME SELECT $5.00/M
- PHONE NUMBER $25.00/M

**ADRESSING**

- KEY CODING $2.50/M
- CD ROM $25.00/F
- DISKETTE $25.00/F
- EMAIL $25.00/F
- FTP $25.00/F

**RECOMMENDED USAGE:**

- Vitamin & Nutritional Companies
- Weight Loss Programs
- Alternative Health, Travel, Magazine &等 Offers, etc.

© 2007 Penton Media Inc.
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